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Abstract—Service prioritization brings reasonable allocation of
network resources and improves the overall quality of experience
(QoE) of users, but it has not been thoroughly investigated in
information centric networking (ICN). Existing works lack adapt-
ability and they cannot ensure specific content provider (CP) get
well caching service which is one of the most important functions
in ICN. In this paper, we firstly propose a service prioritization
scheme to flexibly provide different caching services for hetero-
geneous CPs to improve the overall network efficiency. The main
idea is to allocate dedicated cache space for paying CPs and pro-
vide prioritized caching service for them, while normal CPs only
enjoy the normal caching service. The scheme can be divided
into two phases. First, we select a group of nodes with higher
importance as core nodes based on network topology, and pair
each edge node to a core node following the two-sided many-
to-one matching algorithm. Second, we dynamically allocate and
manage the dedicated cache space for core nodes. We model the
allocation of dedicated cache space and convert it into a convex
optimization problem to solve. After that, a practical caching
strategy and system design are implemented in the ndnSIM sim-
ulator. Finally, we evaluate our scheme and conduct comparative
experiments with the most representative work diff-caching, sim-
ulation results show that our scheme outperform it in terms of
both delay and cache hit ratio.

Index Terms—Information centric networking, named data
networking, service prioritization, cache space allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of network technologies and
rapid growth of users’ quality demands, information

content services represented by online videos and social
networks have dominated Internet services. According to the
Cisco Visual Networking Index [1], IP video traffic will be
82 percent of all IP traffic by 2022, up by 75 percent in
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2017. Traditional TCP/IP network is a host-centric commu-
nication architecture, and when faced with these new network
applications, it often encounters challenges such as redun-
dant transmission, multi-path transmission, and user mobility.
Information centric networking (ICN) [2] is an emerging
network paradigm that decouples content from its storage loca-
tion by providing one or more copies and distributing them
across the network. Contents can be cached on any device
at any location to answer the same requests received in the
future, which expects to reduce redundant transmissions in
the network.

In recent years, a variety of ICN architectures have been
proposed, such as NDN [3], DONA [4], and NetInf [5]. Named
data networking (NDN) is the most promising implementa-
tion of ICN which follows the content centric philosophy.
Content acquisition in NDN is based on an user-driven pub-
lish/subscribe model, whereby users’ requests may be satisfied
by any network device. Interest packets and data packets are
the two basic types of packets in NDN and they have an
one-to-one correspondence. Due to the content-centric data
acquisition and name-based forwarding control, data transmis-
sion in NDN is quite different from that in traditional TCP/IP
networks. In NDN, receivers can get contents from the origin
server or from any intermediate node that has the cached con-
tent. And content requests can be dynamically forwarded in
multi-path because of the separation of routing and forwarding
in NDN.

Compared with traditional networks, ICN brings multiple
advantages, such as in-network caching, redundant transmis-
sion reduction, active security, and natural mobility support.
Nevertheless, the limited resources in ICN cannot guarantee
that all users receive satisfied services, so it is necessary to
optimally allocate resources to improve the overall quality of
experience (QoE) of users. Existing works mainly focus on
some research problems such as traffic management and con-
trol [6], [7], effective utilization of network resources [8], [9]
such as computing, cache and bandwidth, and differentiated
processing of user requests [10]–[12]. The last category, i.e.,
differentiated processing of user requests, aims to provide
service prioritization for specific users in ICN.

Service prioritization refers to providing different opera-
tions for different data packets or streams in network. The
service prioritization framework in IP networks [13]–[15] has
been proposed and standardized for a long time, which is
mainly based on the ideas of traffic aggregation and classi-
fication management. When data traffic enters the network, it
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is classified or shaped in an edge router and the classification
result is marked by a label. Each core router defines a spe-
cific forwarding operation for each type [16], [17]. Under this
framework, various types of data traffic can be processed with
different priority levels so that requests with strict latency or
bandwidth requirements can be preferentially satisfied, thereby
improving the overall QoE of users. However, the research on
service prioritization in ICN has attracted a few attentions.
Among the limited number of related works, the most rep-
resentative one is proposed by Kim et al. [11], in which an
IP-like diff-serv model in NDN is proposed to jointly con-
sider both caching and forwarding strategies. But the existing
works don’t consider the optimal network resources allocation
and their implementations lack adaptability as they cannot be
adjusted flexibly according to the changes in network con-
ditions. Besides, these works mainly provide differentiated
processing for different kinds of contents according to the
application types they belong to, and cannot ensure that the
contents from specific CPs be served in a prioritized way.
Therefore, we put forward a new idea to flexibly provide dif-
ferentiated services for contents from heterogeneous CPs. We
allow CPs pay to get prioritized services and thus ensuring
their contents can be better served when compared with the
contents from normal CPs, which can improve their users’
overall experience of data acquisition effectively.

More specifically, we allocate dedicated cache space for
paying CPs and provide them with prioritized caching service.
In-network caching is one of the most important features in
ICN. Content can be cached on any node in the network, an
when the node subsequently receives a request for the same
content, it can directly return the local cached copy without
forwarding the request to the corresponding content server.
Through caching strategy design [8], [9] and caching node
placement [18], the cache hit ratio, the overall utilization of
network resources and the users’ content acquisition experi-
ence can all be greatly improved. However, network resources
in ICN are still limited and caching is performed at the granu-
larity of data chunks. Whether a content can be locally cached
or not usually depends on the comparison with other contents
in terms of their local request frequency or popularity. For
all CPs, whether a content can be cached or not is equal in
the caching policies. For a specific CP, the existing standard
caching policies in ICN cannot guarantee that its contents can
be cached with a greater probability compared with other con-
tents, and in the worst case there is not even any copy of its
specific content in the network. Theoretically, in addition to
the normal cache, if some prioritized CPs can occupy an addi-
tional portion of the cache space in a core node, it’s inevitable
that more of these CPs’ contents will be able to cached with a
greater possibility compared with contents from other normal
CPs. This can ultimately better satisfy their users’ requests.
Therefore, in our proposed scheme, prioritized CPs are allowed
to pay to rent dedicated cache space, which are only used to
cache the contents from these prioritized CPs, so that they can
get the guaranteed and prioritized caching service. Such design
cannot only ensure that the paying CPs get better caching ser-
vice but also increase the income of Internet service providers
(ISPs).

Based on the above considerations, we propose a new ser-
vice prioritization scheme in ICN, in which the main idea is to
allow paying CPs to rent dedicated cache space and then pro-
vide prioritized caching service for their contents at selected
nodes. The design can be divided into two phases: Firstly, a
group of core network nodes are selected to deploy dedicated
cache space. Secondly, the optimal cache size is calculated to
be allocated on each core node, and then we design the spe-
cific caching strategy for these core nodes. We further develop
a practical system implementation in the ndnSIM [19] simu-
lator. We conduct some experiments under different caching
strategies and different network scenarios to verify the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of our scheme. Then, we also conduct
comparative experiments with the existing work [11] in dif-
ferent network conditions. Diff-caching [11] is one of the
most representative woks, which comprehensively applies the
diff-serv architecture in IP to NDN, and provides different
caching services for users according to the priorities of their
requests. Simulation results show that our scheme outperform
diff-caching in terms of both latency and cache hit ratio. The
main contributions of this paper can be briefly summarized as
follows.

• We propose a service prioritization scheme in ICN to pro-
vide different caching services for heterogeneous CPs.
Through the allocation and management of dedicated
cache space, we provide prioritized caching service for
paying CPs while other normal CPs only enjoy normal
caching service. We further model the main problem to
decide how much dedicated cache space to allocate on
which nodes, and it is solved in two phases.

• On which nodes to deploy the dedicated cache, we
propose a optimized core node selection and matching
scheme, in which a group of nodes with higher impor-
tance are selected as core nodes based on the network
topology, and each edge node is matched to a specific
core node following the two-sided many-to-one matching
algorithm.

• We propose the dedicated cache space allocation and
management scheme for core nodes. The allocation of
dedicated cache space is formulated and converted into
a convex problem which is solved with interior-point
method. And a practical caching strategy and system
implementation are proposed to manage the cache space.

• We realize our proposed service prioritization scheme
in the ndnSIM simulator and evaluate it in different
network scenarios. We also conduct comparative exper-
iments with the existing work, i.e., diff-caching [11],
simulation results verify the effectiveness and efficiency
of our scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the back-
ground and related works are introduced in Section II. The
problem formulation and our proposed service prioritization
schemes are briefly described in Section III. The details of
node selection and matching is presented in Section IV. The
cache space allocation and management scheme is given in
Section V, which is followed by the system implementation
in Section VI and the performance evaluation in Section VII.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
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II. RELATED WORK

As an emerging network paradigm, ICN has attracted more
and more attentions from both academia and industry. In order
to improve the overall QoE of users and network efficiency,
many researches have been carried out from several aspects,
e.g., traffic management and control [6], [7], efficient use
of network resources [8], [9], and the optimization of user
services. While the former two aspects have been studied well,
only few attentions are paid to the optimization of user service
in ICN. In traditional networks, it’s an effective way to pro-
vide prioritized services on demand according to the different
types of data packets or streams [13], [14].

Service prioritization has been extensively studied in tra-
ditional TCP/IP networks [15]–[17] which have shown that
under certain network conditions, it is possible to improve
overall network performance and users’ QoE by providing dif-
ferentiated services. These works can be classified into two
categories, e.g., to provide prioritized services for different
applications or provide prioritized services for different CPs.
There are only a few related works in ICN [10]–[12], and
they all mainly focus on how to provide suitable services
for different applications. Huo et al. [10] proposed to distin-
guish different kinds of contents and dynamically allocate the
cache size on-demand according to different contents’ pop-
ularity, but the scheme needs to frequently count all users’
requests and uses a centralized method to send the cache
decision to each node, which will bring about huge commu-
nication overhead. In addition, this work mainly focuses on
the statistics and real-time weight calculation of the content
popularity of each application, and does not give a practical
and feasible deployment scheme. As the most representative
one, Kim et al. [11], [12] applied an IP-like diff-serv model
in NDN, including the differentiated forwarding model “diff-
forwarding” and the differentiated cache model “diff-caching”.
In the diff-forwarding model, forwarding service is classified
into three levels and the priority of each content request is
marked at edge node. At the edge nodes, the sending rate
of content requests is controlled according to their priorities.
At the intermediate nodes, it also provides more convenient
forwarding services for high-priority content requests. For the
diff-caching model, both the caching service and spaces are
divided into four levels, and corresponding service is pro-
vided according to the priority of the user request. Although
this scheme can effectively enhance the overall utilization of
network resources, it also has some shortcomings. On the one
hand, the implementation efficiency depends on the values of
some parameters, such as the interest marking rate or the size
of caching window, which cannot be flexibly adjusted accord-
ing to network conditions. On the other hand, the scheme does
not provide an optimization method for cache resource alloca-
tion and cannot ensure that the specific CPs receive guaranteed
services.

Another kind of works on service prioritization aims to pro-
vide prioritized services for heterogeneous CPs, which allows
specific CPs to occupy more network resources such as band-
width or cache space though paying to ISPs. There also have
been some similar works in traditional networks and some
representative works in CDN (Content Delivery Network).

In these schemes, some CPs deploy CDN nodes in different
operating networks and pay ISPs to rent dedicated bandwidth.
MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) [20], [21] and SDN
(Software Defined Networking) technology [22] can be applied
to ensure the dedicated bandwidth allocation. The leased band-
width is used exclusively to transmit the contents from specific
CPs, thereby accelerating the content distribution efficiency,
that is, the ISP provides prioritized services to the paying CPs.
Specifically, Xu and Xu [23] adopted the MPLS technology
to provide leased lines with high bandwidth, low latency, and
high reliability services. Google used SDN technology to build
B4 [24] to form a private wide area network that connects to
global Google data centers. Therefore, by referring to these
works, we can also design a suitable scheme to improve the
overall network service quality for those paying CPs in ICN.

As mentioned before, CPs can pay to obtain more network
resources such as bandwidth or cache space at important nodes,
then provide users with better data acquisition service and QoE.
However, different from bandwidth leasing in CDN, each node in
ICN has cache ability and user’s content request may be satisfied
at any node or server, so it is not feasible to rent dedicated
bandwidth at some specific links. In-network cache is another
one of the most representative and important functions in ICN.
Through caching strategy design [8], [9] and the deployment of
caching nodes [18], the overall utilization of cache resources and
the users’ contents acquisition experiences can both be greatly
improved. However, most of the existing works focuses on
designing caching strategies [25], [26] executed on single node
or multiple nodes with cooperation, and still few attentions
are paid to the deployment and allocation of cache space.
Wang et al. [18] proposed an optimal cache space allocation
scheme under limited cache resources to optimize the overall
network performance, but they did not consider the competition
among heterogeneous CPs. Therefore, in order to provide users
with better content acquisition experience, it’s a good and
practicable choice to provide prioritized caching service for
paying CPs through the deployment of dedicated cache space.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Model

The whole network in our scheme mainly consists of three
kinds of components: CPs, routers and users. The system
model can be described as follows. CPs represent content
providers with servers, and users’ requesting interests are
regularly distributed on various contents. It is also assumed
that a content is permanently stored by one of these con-
tent servers. Routers are cache-enabled in the network and the
caching space in a router can be divided into normal cache
space and dedicated cache space. Users send content request
packets whose arrival is a random variable that follows the
Poisson process while users’ request preference follows the
popularity distribution. Each ICN node contains three tables,
i.e., Forwarding Information Base (FIB), Content Store (CS)
and Pending Interest Table (PIT). FIB is used to forward user
request (the interest packet) towards potential data sources.
The FIB can be established through internal routing pro-
tocols, the most representative ones, e.g., OSPFN [27] and
NLSR [28], respectively focus on the shortest paths and the
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Fig. 1. Problem Overview.

TABLE I
NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

link states. CS is used to record information about the locally
cached contents under different strategies. And PIT keeps track
of the traverse path of received interest packets so that the
response data packets can be forwarded along the reverse path.
All contents take chunk as the basic unit and each chunk has
the same size in our scenario.

In this paper, we use an undirected graph G = (V, E) to
represent the network, where V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn ) refers to
the set of nodes and E = (e1, e2, . . . , el ) refers to the set of
edges or links. Besides, Ci = (ci1, ci2, . . . , ciN ) represents
the set of all contents and CP = (cp1, cp2, . . . , cpi ) represents
the set of content providers. For convenience, Table I describes
the main notations we use in this paper.

B. Problem Overview

In this work, we aim to provide prioritized caching service
for paying CPs through the deployment of dedicated cache

space. The overall research problem is to solve how much
cache space we need to deploy on which nodes to optimize
overall network performance. As shown in Fig. 1, we can
divide this problem into two parts:

• Firstly, we need to select a group of core nodes for
deploying dedicated cache space, which will be intro-
duced in details in Section IV. In our proposed scheme,
we evaluate the importance of each node with the network
topology information and then select a group of nodes
with higher importance as core nodes, which are can-
didate cache deployment nodes. Then we further match
edge nodes with core nodes, that is, for each edge node,
choose a core node that is most likely to serve it in the
subsequent process.

• Secondly, we focus on the allocation of dedicated cache
space and the design of caching strategy on core nodes,
which are described in Section V and Section VI,
respectively. The allocation of dedicated cache space
is formulated as a global optimization problem and
we calculate the optimal cache size in each core node
based on the matching results and user requests dis-
tribution. And we design a two-step caching strat-
egy for core nodes with two pieces of independent
cache space to achieve prioritized caching service for
paying CPs.

The normal cache space is used for all contents going
though this node and the dedicated cache space is only used
to cache the passed contents from paying CPs. Accordingly,
each core node provides two types of in-network caching
services for heterogeneous CPs. Paying CPs enjoy the pri-
oritized caching service, and their contents can leverage both
the normal cache space and the dedicated cache space in each
core node. Meanwhile, normal CPs can only enjoy the normal
caching service and their contents can only use the normal
cache space.

Specifically, in the first part, we evaluate the importance of
nodes by their geographic locations in the network topology.
When making pairs between edge nodes and core nodes, we
model it as a many-to-one matching problem between two dis-
joint sets and solve the problem based on the well-known Gale
Shapley [29] algorithm. In the second part, with the matching
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results and the user request information at each edge node,
we can calculate the maximum cache revenue that an unit of
dedicated cache space can bring. Based on the revenue and
the constraints of the size of rentable cache space and the
CP’s budget, we convert the optimal dedicated cache alloca-
tion problem into a convex optimization problem with both
equality and inequality constraints, and use the interior-point
method to solve it. After that, we propose a practical system
implementation and design the relevant protocols and caching
strategy on core nodes. With the two-step caching strategy,
core nodes provide prioritized caching service for the pay-
ing CPs. For each passed content, our scheme first determines
whether it needs to be cached in the normal cache space based
on the specific caching strategy of the normal caching service.
If not, the scheme further judge whether it belongs to a pay-
ing CP or not. If so, the scheme decides whether the content
needs to be cached in the dedicated cache space based on the
caching strategy of the prioritized caching service, which is
introduced in detail in Section VI.

IV. CORE NODES SELECTION AND MATCHING

A. Overview

We aim to provide prioritized caching service by allowing
paying CPs to rent parts of dedicated cache space at appropri-
ate nodes. Nevertheless, it is unreasonable to deploy dedicated
cache space at every node in the whole network due to the high
cost and low efficiency. Therefore, we divide the problem into
two parts to solve in sequence. First, we propose a method to
evaluate nodes’ importance in order to select a group of core
nodes under a given network topology. Intuitively, these nodes
should serve more potential network traffics and cover more
edge nodes. Second, we propose a matching algorithm to find
the pairing relationships between core nodes and edge nodes.
It means that, for each edge node, find the core node that is
most likely to serve it in the subsequent process.

B. Evaluation of Node’s Importance

A node’s importance is mainly determined by its location
and we quantify this attribute from two aspects here. We first
use betweenness centrality (BC) [30] parameters to quantify
the potential traffics of nodes. The value can reflect the prob-
ability that the intermediate node receives the interest packet
when the new interest enters the network, that is, the potential
traffic. The larger the value is, the greater the probability of
the new interest packet passing through node n will be, that
is also the greater the potential traffics at this node is. The
betweenness centrality of a node can be expressed as follows.
σi ,j represents the number of shortest paths between the pair
of i and j, and the variable σi ,j (v) represents the number of
shortest paths passing through node v.

B(v) =
∑

i �=j �=v∈V

σi ,j (v)

σi ,j
. (1)

Then we use closeness centrality [31] to quantify the request
delay of each node in the network. The closeness centrality
indicates the overall distance between the intermediate node

v and other nodes in the network, which reflects the poten-
tial delay when node v request content from other nodes. The
calculation of closeness centrality is shown as

C(v) =
1∑

j∈V d(v , j )
, (2)

where d(v, j) represents the shortest path length from node v
to other node j.

Jointly considering the values of node betweenness central-
ity and closeness centrality, the importance of each node in
the network can be quantified as

ωv = a1
B(v)

B
+ a2

C(v)

C
, (3)

where a1 + a2 = 1, B represents the sum of betweenness
centrality of all nodes in the network, and C represents the
sum of closeness centrality. By calculating the importance of
nodes, we select a group of core nodes. In our scheme, the
selected criterion is that the importance of nodes is in the top
10% of all nodes and the weight parameters a1 and a2 are
both set to 0.5. Then for each edge node, we find the core
node that best matches it, that is, the core node that is most
likely to satisfy the user requests come from this edge node.

C. Matching Between Core Nodes and Edge Nodes

Two sided matching is one of the most typical problems in
matching theory, which can be seen as a pairing between two
disjoint sets. According to the matching type, problems can be
classified into one-to-one [32], many-to-one [33], and many-
to-many [34] matching. In our scenario, we need to select a
proper core node for each edge node. For each edge node, its
associated core node is an element from the limited core nodes
set. Such association problem can be regarded as a two-sided
matching problem between the core nodes set and the edge
nodes set. For each edge node, its corresponding core node is
unique, while for each core node, there may be multiple edge
nodes that will be served by it.

The pairing between core nodes and edge nodes can be
regarded as a process in which the elements of two sets aim
at matching with each other. Edge nodes and core nodes can
be considered as two disjoint sets of selfish and rational play-
ers who aim to maximize their own interests. If edge node
enn is matched with core node cnm , that is, enn will more
likely get contents from cnm in the subsequent process, we
say that enn and cnm form a matching pair. The matching is
defined as

Definition 1: For the two disjoint sets of the core nodes
CN = {cn1, cn2, ·, cnM } and the edge nodes EN =
{en1, en2, . . . , enN }, a many-to-one two-sided matching Φ is
a mapping from the set CN ∪ EN into the set of all subsets
of CN ∪EN . For each cnm ∈ CN and enn ∈ EN , there are:

1) Φ(cnm ) ⊆ EN , 0 ≤ |Φ(cnm )| ≤ k < N ;
2) Φ(enn ) ⊆ CN , 0 ≤ |Φ(enn )| ≤ 1;
3) Φ(enn ) = {cnm} ⇔ enn ∈ Φ(cnm ).

where k is the maximum number of edge nodes that the core
node can match, and it is used to avoid too many edge nodes
matching the same core node, which may cause potential link
congestion and resource imbalance. For a matching game, each
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player in one set is always matched with one or more players
in the other set. For the system model in our scheme, each core
node can be assigned up to k edge nodes, but each edge node
can choose only one core node. Besides, it should be noted
that, the two players in a matching pair are symmetrical, which
means if an edge node A is one of the matching results of core
node B, then the core node B must also be the matching result
of edge node A, and this relation is also valid in reverse.

The matching process and results are affected by the com-
petitive relationship between players. We assume that each
player in matching Φ has a preference for other players in
another set. For example, the player of edge nodes holds a
total list over CN ∪∅. And similarly for core nodes, they can
be represented as:

PFEN = [PFEN (1), . . . ,PFEN (n), . . . ,PFEN (N )],

PFCN = [PFCN (1), . . . ,PFCN (m), . . . ,PFCN (M )].

A player’s preference list can be calculated by its corre-
sponding utility function. For an edge node enn ∈ EN and
its utility function uEN ,n , if uEN ,n (m) > uEN ,n (v), we call
the edge node enn prefers core node cnm to core node cnv
and it can be expressed as

cnm �enn cnv ⇔ uEN ,n (m) > uENn
(v), (4)

uEN ,n (m) = minl∈Lnm
dnm,l , (5)

where Lnm the set of all feasible paths between edge node
enn and core node cnm , dnm,l is the total length of path l.

Similarly, for a core node cnm ∈ CN and its utility function
uCN ,m , if uCN ,m (n) > uCN ,m (s), we call the core node
cnm prefers edge node enn to edge node ens , and it can be
expressed as

enn �cnm ens ⇔ uCN ,m (n) > uCN ,m (s), (6)

uCN ,m (n) = max_usernum(n), (7)

where max_usernum(n) is the maximum number of users
who can access the network through edge node enn .

D. Algorithm Designing and Its Analysis

Before proposing the matching algorithm, we first give the
following definition.

Definition 2: For a matching Φ and pair (cnm , enn ), if
cnm �enn Φ(enn ) and one of the following two conditions is
true, then Φ is blocked by (cnm , enn ). Namely, (cnm , enn )
is a blocking pair.
1)∃ens ∈ Φ(cnm ), enn �cnm ens ,
2)|Φ(cnm )| ≤ k − 1,Φ(cnm ) ∪ {enn} �cnm Φ(cnm ).
Based on the above definitions, we further propose the two

sided many-to-one matching algorithm based on the well-
known Gale-Shapley algorithm [29], which contains the two
processes of initialization and matching: In the initialization
process, each one in all edge nodes and core nodes calculate
their preference lists based on the utility functions uEN ,n (m)
and uCN ,m (n), respectively. The matching process is divided
into two stages:

• In stage 1, each core node will send matching request to
its current most preferred edge node according to its pref-
erence list. Each edge node accepts the request of its most

preferred core node, so these two nodes are considered
to have completed the pairing. This pair will be recorded
in matching Φ and the two nodes will be removed from
the unmatched nodes set UM _EN and UM _CN . The
above steps will be repeated serval times until every core
node forms a matching pair with one of its preferred edge
node.

• In stage 2, in every round, each core node send match-
ing requests to its at most k preferred edge nodes that
have never rejected its requests before according to the
preference list, where k is also the predefined maximum
number of allowed matched edge nodes. Each edge node
will choose and accept the request of its most preferred
core node from all the requests it received in this round
and its accepted request (if it has already matched with a
core node) in last round, and then reject the requests of
other core nodes. This stage will also repeat several times
and the matching completes when no more core nodes
send new requests. The matching process will converge
to stability [35] after a certain number of iterations. The
specific matching steps are shown in Algorithm 1.

Definition 3: A matching Φ is stable if it is not blocked by
any individual or any pair.

Theorem 1: After limited iterations, the proposed algorithm
converges to a stable matching Φ∗.

Proof: First, as it is shown in Algorithm 1, the two stages
both have limited rounds. Stage 1 executes at most M rounds,
and stage 2 repeats at most N rounds, where the actions in each
round are limited. So the total iterations are limited. Second,
with the detail in Algorithm 1, there are no cnm ∈ CN and
enn ∈ EN that form a blocking pair in the final matching Φ∗.
According to definition 3, we can know that Φ∗ is stable.

Theorem 2: The stable matching Φ∗ converged in proposed
algorithm is Pareto optimal.

Proof: If Φ∗ is not Pareto optimal, there must be a matching
γ that satisfies condition 1)2) and one of condition3) or 4):

1) γ(cnm ) 	cnm Φ∗(cnm ), ∀cnm ∈ CN ;
2) γ(enn ) 	enn Φ∗(enn ), ∀enn ∈ EN ;
3) ∃cnm ∈ CN , γ(cnm ) �cnm Φ∗(cnm );
4) ∃enn ∈ EN , γ(enn ) �enn Φ∗(enn ).
So if γ exists, there also exists at least one blocking pair

which makes the matching unstable. According to Theorem 1,
we know that blocking pairs do not exist in Φ∗, so it is Pareto
optimal.

V. DEDICATED CACHE SPACE ALLOCATION AND

MANAGEMENT

A. Problem Formulation

After selecting the core nodes in previous section and
completing the matching, we then need to find the optimal
dedicated cache space allocation at core nodes. First, we need
to get the maximum cache revenue that can be brought by the
dedicated cache space on core nodes. For a given core node n
with a mn size dedicated cache space, its matched edge nodes
set is Φ(n). For each edge node (∀v ∈ Φ(n)), we assume that
its distance to the content server of paying CP i and core node
n can be expressed as dv−cpi and dvn , respectively, and the
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Algorithm 1: Many-to-One Matching Between Edge
Nodes and Core Nodes

Initialization:
Initialize the matched pairing list Φ(cn, en) = ∅ to record;
Initialize the set of unmatched edge nodes UM_EN = EN and
the set of unmatched core nodes UM_CN = CN;
Set up the preference lists PFCN ,PFEN ;
Set up the received requests of each node r_req() = ∅;
Stage 1:
while UM _CN �= ∅ do

According to PFCN (m), each core node
cnm ∈ UM _CN sends request to its current most
preferred edge node enn ∈ UM _EN ;
for each enn ∈ UM _EN do

enn select core node cnm ∈ r_req(enn ) among the
received requests, which maximizes uEN ,n (m);
Φ = Φ+ (cnm , enn );
UM _CN = UM _CN − {cnm};
UM _EN = UM _EN − {enn};

end
end
Stage 2:
repeat:
Based on PFCN , each core node send requests to its at most k
preferred edge nodes that have never rejected it before;
each edge node enn ∈ EN select core node
cnm ∈ r_req(enn ) ∪ Φ(enn ) which maximizes uEN ,n (m);
if |Φ(cnm )| < k then

if Φ(enn ) �= ∅ then
Φ = Φ− (enn ,Φ(enn ));

end
Φ = Φ+ (cnm , enn );
edge node enn reject other core nodes’ requests;

end
if |Φ(cnm )| = k and (cnm , enn ) /∈ Φ then

core node cnm select edge node enq maximizing
(uCN ,m (n)− uCN ,m (q)) > 0, q ∈ Φ(cnm );
if Φ(enn ) �= ∅ then

Φ = Φ− (enn ,Φ(enn ));
end
Φ = Φ+ (cnm , enn )− (cnm , enq );
edge node enn reject other core nodes’ requests;

end
stage 2 ends when no core nodes send new requests;
output the final matching Φ∗ = Φ;

local users’ requests for contents from the paying CP can be
expressed as reqv . We define the cache revenue that the edge
node v can get from core node n as reqv ∗ (dv−cpi − dvn ),
that is the sum of the length of the transmission path saved
by all repeated requests for the contents of paying CP. Then
overall cache revenue Rn at core node n can be expressed as

Rn =
∑

v∈Φ(n)

reqv ∗ (dv−cpi − dvn
) ∗

∫ mn/s

0
g(x ) dx ,

(8)

g(x ) =
(x + ε)−α

∫W
0 (w + ε)−αdw

, (9)

where s is the size of a single content and we assume all
chunks have the same size here. g(x) is the probability density
function of the distribution of content popularity, x represents
the popularity level and the probability of users requesting the

X-th popular content is
∫ X
X−1 g(x )dx , W represents the total

number of paying CP’s contents. The parameters ε and α rep-
resent both the skewness and the centrality of the popularity
distribution, which are the two opposite properties of the dis-
tribution. Skewness is positively correlated with the value of
ε, while the centrality is positively correlated with the value
of α. But in most cases, we usually set ε to 0 and modify the
distribution by controlling the value of α.

For the paying CP, assume that its total budget is C, the
unit price of cache space at the candidate node n is pn , we
can get the budget constraint as

∑

n

mn ∗ pn ≤ C . (10)

Generally, the more budget a CP spend, the larger the cache
space and the better the caching service will be obtained.
Therefore, we assume that the total cost of paying CP in ded-
icated cache space allocation can always reach C. Thus, our
optimization goal is to maximize the sum of all core nodes’
cache revenues under the given total budget C and the rentable
size of cache space, which can be expressed as

max Rtotal =
∑

n

Rn (11)

subject to: 0 ≤ mn ≤ Mn , (11.a)∑

n

mn ∗ pn = C , (11.b)

0 ≤ mn ≤ s ∗W , (11.c)

where Rtotal represents the total cache revenue of all core
nodes’ the dedicated cache space and Mn represents the max-
imum size of cache space that the paying CP can rent at core
node n.

B. Problem Transformation and Solution

Obviously this problem is concave and have both equality
and inequality constraints, which is hard to be solved directly.
Thus, we consider converting it into a convex problem to solve
and we set

f (m) = −Rtotal . (12)

Then we can add the inequality constraints to the objective
function and transform Eq. (12) into an equality constraint
problem as following

min f (m) +
∑

n

I (fn (m)) (13)

subject to: Pm =
∑

n

pn ∗mn = C , (13.a)

where fn (m) = mn −Mn , I is non-positive and defined as:

I (z ) =

{
0, if z ≤ 0
∞, otherwise

(14)

I(z) is not differentiable, so we use the approximate function
I
′
(z ) instead of I(z), where

I
′
(z ) = −(1/t)log(−z ), dom(I

′
(z )) = −R++. (15)
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Algorithm 2: Iterative Algorithm for the Approximation
Problem

Initialization:
Initialize the approximation problem t ∗ f (m) + φ(m)
Initialize the maximum tolerance δ > 0;
Initialize the original value of m, t and e, e > 1;
Iteration: while m/t < δ do

Under the constraint Pm = C, use Newton method
to find the minimum point m∗(t) of t ∗ f (m) + φ(m);
m: = m∗(t);
t : = e ∗ t ;

end
output the approximate optimal solution.

t > 0 is a parameter that determines the accuracy of the
approximation between problem in Eq. (13) and the original
problem in Eq. (11). The bigger the value of t is, the higher the
accuracy of the approximation will be. Substituting Eq. (15)
into Eq. (13) and multiplying the objective function by t, we
can get

min t ∗ f (m) + φ(m) (16)

subject to: Pm = C , (16.a)

where φ(m) = −∑
n log(−fn (m)). Then the optimal solution

of Eq. (16) is the approximate optimal solution of the orig-
inal problem when t is large enough and the specific proof
is introduced in the Appendix. The iterative process to solve
Eq. (16) is shown in Algorithm 2.

On this basis, when we need to allocate cache space in
ICN, the specific execution steps are as follows. First, model
the problem as the original optimization problem in Eq. (11)
based on the collected network information. Then transform it
into the approximation problem in Eq. (13) with only equality
constraints. After that, use Algorithm 2 to find the solution of
the equivalent problem in Eq. (16) which has the same optimal
solution set as the approximation problem in Eq. (13). Then the
optimal solution we get from Algorithm 2 is the approximate
optimal solution of the original problem, that is, the optimal
cache space allocation under the current network conditions is
calculated.

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Each node in NDN has three basic components, the content
store (CS), the pending interest table (PIT) and the forwarding
information base (FIB). CS stores copies of different con-
tents. When the node receives an interest packet, it will first
retrieve its CS. If there is a corresponding content, it directly
returns. If not, the interest packet will be further forwarded
to next hop. PIT records the sources of the received interests.
When the corresponding content is returned to the node, it will
deliver the content to the sources of interest packets using the
information recorded in PIT. FIB is similar to the routing table
in traditional IP network and it is responsible for querying the
next hop of the interest packet forwarding. Therefore, each
NDN node has independent storage, routing, and forwarding
functions.

Fig. 2. System implementation.

Fig. 3. Control message interaction.

However, these basic functions are not enough to support
the implementation of our scheme. As shown in Fig. 2, we
use a central-control idea to implement our service prioriti-
zation scheme. The entire network is logically divided into
two layers: the control plane and the data plane. The con-
trol plane is abstractly deployed on a fixed central node like
the node 5 in Fig. 2. It is mainly responsible for two tasks,
namely the calculation and allocation of dedicated cache space
and the issuance of control messages. All router nodes in the
network constitute the data plane, including core nodes, edge
nodes and other nodes. Among them, edge node is responsi-
ble for the collection and periodic reporting of user request
information, and core node adjusts its local cache space allo-
cation and caching strategy according to the received control
message.

In addition to the basic user request and data acquisition
process of ICN, we mainly need to realize the interactive pro-
cess of control information in our scheme, as it is shown
in Fig. 3. Since the control plane and the data plane need
to frequently exchange information, we first define a new
control packet type named PSCP (Prioritized Service Control
Packet) to carry user information and control messages, which
is shown in Fig. 4. The type field is a 2-bit field equals to
0 or 1 which respectively mean that the packet carries user
information or control message. Then the next two fields are
7-bit fields corresponding to the identity of paying CPs and
the packet generator. The timestamp is a 16-bit field which
ensures the freshness of the information. The last two fields
both have 16-bit length, which are respectively used to carry
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Fig. 4. PSCP packet format.

Algorithm 3: Caching Strategy for Core Node n
Input:
1)Content received: ci ;
2)Caching strategy at node n: μn ;
3)Dedicated cache space SDC , normal cache space SNC ;
4)μn (ci ) = 1 means content ci satisfies the cache requirement
of node n;

1 when core node n receives content ci
2 if ci is not cached locally then
3 if SNC is not full then
4 cache ci in SNC ;
5 else
6 if μn (ci ) = 1 in SNC then
7 cache ci in SNC ;
8 SNC is full, content cj is evicted;
9 if cj belongs to the paying CP then

10 if μn (cj ) = 1 in SDC then
11 caching cj in SDC ;
12 end
13 end
14 else
15 if ci belongs to the paying CP then
16 if μn (ci ) = 1 in SDC then
17 caching ci in SDC ;
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 forward ci to next hop according to the PIT;

edge node’s user request statistics and the optimal dedicated
cache size that the central node allocate to a specific core node.

The detailed interaction between the control plane and the
data plane consists of the following three steps.

1) Edge Nodes: First, each edge node records the local
users’ requests for paying CPs’ contents. Then edge node peri-
odically encapsulates the statistical information in the most
recent period of time in the PSCP and sends it to the central
node where the control plane is deployed. The type field of
PSCP is set to be 0 and the total number of requests from
local users in the most recent period will be recorded in the
corresponding field.

2) Central Node: Periodically, when the central node
receives user information from all edge nodes, it calculates
the current optimal dedicated cache space allocation based on
the information and the matching relationship between core
nodes and edge nodes. After that, each calculated cache space
size will be carried in the PSCP with the type field set to 1
and sent to the corresponding core node.

3) Core Nodes: When receiving the control message, core
node adjusts its local cache space allocation and the cor-
responding cache strategy. The caching decision process is
detailed in Algorithm 3. Specifically, when making a cache
decision, the decision is first made in the normal cache space.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

For the content that cannot be cached or the content that is
evicted, core node evaluates whether the content belongs to
the paying CP. And if it is, another cache decision will be
made in the dedicated cache space.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Environments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
scheme. We conduct experiments based on ndnSIM [19] (ver-
sion 2.7, a ns-3 based NDN simulator) under the Ubuntu 18.04
virtual machine. We use the BRITE [36] topology generator to
generate an experimental network topology that consists of 100
nodes based on the Waxman model, among which there are
48 clients, 2 different content servers and 50 network nodes.
One of content servers represents the paying CP and another
is a normal CP, they both own 10,000 different contents. There
are 20,000 different contents in the network, each content has
the same size and the popularity of contents is subject to dis-
tribution in Eq. (9). The request frequency of each user node
is subject to Poisson distribution and the average cache size
is same for each node. The specific experimental parameters
are shown in Table II.

B. Simulation Results

In order to prove the effectiveness of the scheme, we eval-
uate it from multiple aspects under different experimental
parameter settings. Through the implement of the service pri-
oritization scheme, we aim to reduce the average content
acquisition delay while increasing the cache hit ratio, and thus
improve the overall QoE of users.

We evaluate the importance of each node in the network
based on the topology generated by BRITE [36] as shown in
Fig. 5, and select 5 nodes with the top 10% of node importance
as core nodes. The 48 client nodes are randomly generated,
so there are 17 edge nodes with user access and 28 ordi-
nary nodes in the final network topology. Then we use the
matching algorithm designed in Section III to pair the core
nodes and edge nodes. In the experiment, we set k = 10, that
is, a core node is paired with no more than 10 edge nodes.
Finally, the number of edge nodes paired by each core node
is shown in Table III. In practical applications, we should also
take topology and link bandwidth into consideration, and set
a suitable upper limit for node pairing to avoid a core node
match with too many edge nodes, which may cause potential
network congestion.
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Fig. 5. Node importance.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF CORE NODES’ MATCHED NODES

Simulation I: In the first part, we evaluate the performance
improvement brought by the proposed service prioritization
scheme. We test the schemes under two different caching
strategies of LEC (Leave copy everywhere) and LFU (Least
frequently used) respectively. We select the average content
acquisition delay and cache hit ratio as performance indica-
tors. The cache hit ratio refers to the probability that a user’s
request will be satisfied on a network node instead of a con-
tent server. The average content acquisition delay refers to the
average time from the user send a content request to receive
the corresponding data packet.

We first fix the cache size of the node to 400 and the con-
tent popularity distribution’s α parameter to 0.7, and then test
the average content acquisition delay and cache hit ratio when
users obtain contents from different content providers under
different user request rates. As we can see from Fig. 6(a)
and Fig. 7(a), through the implement of service prioritization
scheme, users can get better experience in terms of both delay
and cache hit ratio when requesting the contents of paying CP.
And this advantage continues to expand as user request rates
increase because our scheme allows paying CP to occupy more
in-network cache resources. The increase in network traffic
loads will bring more packet loss and congestion, making the
delay of end-to-end retransmission unacceptable. On the con-
trary, the greater the delay of end-to-end transmission is, the
higher the benefits that in-network caches can bring. But to be
noticed, we can see from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that the service pri-
oritization scheme with LCE caching strategy always cannot
achieve a well performance. This is caused by the limitations
of the LCE strategy itself, which cannot guarantee the effective
use of cache resources. So when deploying and designing our
scheme, we should also choose the most appropriate caching
strategy if permitted.

Then we set the user’s request rate to 400interests/s and the
content popularity distribution’s α parameter to 0.7, and com-
pare the cache hit ratio of the contents under different node
cache size settings. As illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b),
paying CP always has a better performance. Because the ser-
vice prioritization scheme allows the paying CP to occupy
more cache space, so it can cache more contents and undoubt-
edly can obtain a higher cache hit ratio under the same
conditions. However, a larger node cache size will reduce the
advantages of paying CP. User requests for contents follow
the popularity distribution in Eq. (9), and only a small part
of the contents is highly popular. When the node cache is
large enough, both CPs have enough space to cache popular
contents. Compared with the normal CP, the benefits of low-
popular content cached by paying CP are very limited. When
the node cache size continues to increase, it is not difficult to
infer that this gap will get smaller and smaller until it disap-
pears. On the one hand, this conclusion confirms one of the
important consideration of our scheme, that is, in a network
with limited resources, we can greatly improve the quality of
caching service for paying CP through increasing its cache
space. On the other hand, this also shows that when deploy-
ing dedicated cache space, more is not always better. When a
certain threshold is reached, additional cache deployment can
only bring very limited benefits while costing more.

After that, we set the user’s request rate to 400interests/s and
node cache size to 400, then we evaluate the performance of
our service prioritization scheme under different user request
distributions. As it is shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 7(c), although
the service prioritization scheme has always achieved better
performance, but this advantage keeps decreasing until it dis-
appears with the parameter α increase. This is because with
the increase of α, the diversity of users’ requests continues
to decrease. Then finally almost all popular contents can be
cached on each node, so that all schemes can get the best
performance.

Simulation II: After that, we compare our service prioriti-
zation scheme with the existing diff-serv scheme [11] which
is the most representative one in NDN that jointly consider
forwarding and caching. Here we only conduct comparative
experiments with its caching model “diff-caching” which is
somewhat similar to our scheme. In diff-caching, CP controls
the size of the cache window, corresponding to the number
of contents that will be cached on a priority basis at network
nodes. At the same time, it can be seen that the CP has leased
some cache space on these nodes that provide prioritized
caching services.

First, we assume that diff-caching rents part of the cache
space on all nodes in the network according to its original
scheme. We assume that the unit space rental price of non-core
nodes is equal to the average value of the prices of core nodes,
and give diff-caching the same total budget as our scheme.
We fix the cache size of the node to 400 and the content
popularity distribution’s α parameter to 0.7, set LFU as the
default caching strategy on each node, then we evaluate the
two schemes under different user request rates. As the results
are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the paying CP can always
get better content acquisition delay and cache hit ratio in our
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Fig. 6. Average content acquisition delay under different network conditions.

Fig. 7. Cache hit ratio under different network conditions.

Fig. 8. Delay of different schemes.

scheme. This shows the rationality and effectiveness of the
core nodes selected in our scheme also confirms why we only
deploy cache space on some core nodes. When the budget is
limited, deploying small cache space on all nodes can only
bring little improvement, and it is far inferior to deploying
larger cache space on a few key nodes.

Second, we assume that diff-caching also only rents cache
space on core nodes. We set the user’s request rate to
400interests/s and node cache size to 400. Then we let the
users’ requests of the edge nodes move over time, and measure
the current average acquisition delay for the paying CP every

Fig. 9. Cache hit ratio of different schemes.

2 minutes under the two schemes. As we can see from Fig. 10,
our scheme can self adjust according to the network condi-
tions, and can always achieve stable and good performance.
Based on the above two experiments, we can conclude that
our service prioritization scheme can not only guarantee well
performance, but also has better dynamics and adaptability.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new service prioritization
scheme in ICN to provide different caching services for het-
erogeneous content providers. The main idea of our scheme
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Fig. 10. Delay changes with time.

is to allocate dedicated cache space for paying CPs, and
then provide prioritized caching service for their contents.
To do so, we first selected a group of potential deployment
nodes as core nodes and paired them with all the edge nodes
using two sided many-to-one matching, and then calculated
the optimal dedicated cache space allocation for each core
node based on user information. After that, we proposed a
practical implementation of our scheme and designed the pri-
oritized caching strategy for those core nodes. Finally, we
evaluated the performance of our service prioritization scheme
in ndnSim simulator and the results verified the effectiveness
of our scheme.

APPENDIX

In order to prove that the problem in Eq. (16) has the same
optimal solution as the original problem in Eq. (11), we first
have

∇φ(m) =
∑

n

1

−fn (m)
∇fn (m). (17)

For ∀t > 0, the above optimization problem in Eq. (16) has
an unique optimal solution m∗(t), the set {m∗(t)} composed
of optimal solutions is the central path. And there exists υ′
which satisfies

∇f (m∗(t)) +∇φ(m∗(t)) + PTυ′ = 0. (18)

Define λ∗(t) = − 1
t∗fn (m∗(t)) and υ∗(t) = υ′/t . When

λ = λ∗(t) and υ = υ∗(t), the Lagrangian function can be
written as

L(m, λ, υ) = f (m) +
∑

n

λn fn (m) + υT (Pm − C ). (19)

When m = m∗(t), Eq. (19) takes a minimum value, which
means that λ∗(t) and υ∗(t) are dual feasible solutions. So the
dual function g(λ∗(t), υ∗(t))is bounded:

g(λ∗(t), υ∗(t)) = f (m∗(t)) +
∑

n

λ∗(t)fn (m∗)

+ υ∗(t)T (Pm∗(t)− C )

= f (m∗(t))−m/t . (20)

Thus, the gap between the approximate solution
g(λ∗(t), υ∗(t)) and the optimal solution p∗ of the orig-
inal problem is m/t. When t → ∞, there is m/t → 0, so
we can get the asymptotic optimal solution of the original
problem. That is, when t → ∞, the solution of problem in
Eq. (16) is the same as the solution of the original problem.
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